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Statistical overview

Context
Who we are and what we’re trying to accomplish
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OUR CHARTER

Reimagine. Inside Out

Innovating from within the Providence 

ecosystem, rebuild the systems at the 

core of healthcare administration

Technologies like blockchain and 

machine learning let us view today’s 

challenges through a new lens. 



Digital identity in 

healthcare



Identity
Who manages my digital identity today?

Social Profile

Interactions

Photos/Videos

Posts

Emails

Data Storage

Browser/Search

Professional History

Network

Posts

Birth Certificate

Tax Filings

Marital/Family Status

Home Address

Home Address

Demographic Information

Driving Record



Healthcare Credentials
John Sample arrives at Cherry Hill Medical Center on Jan 10, 2020 for an MRI ordered 

by his orthopedic surgeon.



Healthcare Credentials

Why do we trust this?

• Very hard to counterfeit

• Sophisticated ways to verify its authenticity

• High risk to counterfeiter

• Standardized

• Biometric information

Where does trust live: In the credential itself

With this piece of plastic alone I can:

• Gain access to secure areas

• Make financial commitments and get credit

• Secure housing

• Operate motor vehicles

• Buy weapons



Healthcare Credentials

Why do we trust this?

• Very easy to counterfeit!

• Low risk if counterfeit or incorrect

This document provides us a lookup key to use when 

searching the payer’s database

Where does trust live: In the receiver’s existing 

relationship with the payer

With this piece of plastic alone I can:

• Insinuate that I have health coverage

– We don’t.



Healthcare Credentials

Patient

Payer Registration

Where does trust live: In the receiver’s existing 

relationship with the payer

Complicated, expensive, slow-to-adapt, errors and incompatibility, manual process.

Billing and Insurance Related Admin Costs are estimated ~ $250B - $500B Annually



You have 2 verified credentials

Personal Digital ID
Ben Parkison

verified by
Providence

Health Insurance
Regence Uniform Med

verified by
Regence

John Sample

Healthcare Credentials

Lower Cost

Fewer Errors

More Secure

Better Patient Experience

• Credentials live on the device 

only, owned by the individual

• Trust lives with the credential 

itself

• Completely removes the need 

for expensive, complex, and 

slow-to-adapt back-end 

systems

• Highly portable


